Super Fast Rocket Boat Racing!
Super Dynamic Motion!
Super Realistic Experience!
AQUARACE EXTREME is a futuristic boat racing game that takes place on the open waves. With incredible graphics, and a unique motion system, players experience a new level of excitement and realism. Two players can play cooperatively by using the 'Driver Change System' and the game can be linked to up to four units.

- **Speed up with the Boost button!!**
  Collect boost point by passing the check point, and race at boost speeds.

- **Driver Change Challenge System**
  The driver can be changed automatically every 30 seconds or whenever the 'Driver Change' button is pushed.

- **Jump and Drift**
  Exceptional jump and drift motions are created by the unique motion system.

- **Three courses with five different boats**
  Player choose course from three courses, each of which has a different difficulty level. Players choose boat from five different boats, according to ability.

Screen shots are captured from prototype game software. These may differ from the final images of the production game.
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